SALON OPENING HOURS
Tuesday 9.00am-6.00pm
Wednesday 9.00am-5.00pm
Thursday 9.00am-8.00pm
Friday 9.00am-6.00pm
Saturday 9.00am-4.00pm
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NAILS, HANDS & FEET
SHELLAC or GELISH 30 minutes £26.00
Performs like a gel, applied like a polish. Lasting approximately 14 days. No drying, no chipping and perfect shine. We have
endless colours to choose from! Available on hands and/or feet.
-Removal of Gelish or Shellac including cuticle nourish and nail care £8.50 (free when reapplying)
INAILS EXPRESS ACRYLICS 60 minutes £40.00
iNails Express acrylic nail extensions are quick and easy to apply, they fit to your existing natural nails and prove as permanent and
hard wearing as traditional acrylic nail extensions. Lasting 14 days+. iNails express are finished with a Gelish or Shellac colour of
your choice.
-Removal of iNails Express Acrylics including cuticle nourish and nail care £15.00 (£5.00 when reapplying)
Please note:- Jennifer Holmes Hair & Beauty cannot remove iNails Express or Acrylic extensions applied by other nail technicians.
ADDITIONAL NAIL ART 15 minutes £2.00 per nail -Please request when scheduling your appointments.
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4.

MANICURES & PEDICURES
DECLÉOR SOFT HANDS MANICURE 45 minutes £26.00
60 minutes £34.00 with a Gelish or Shellac colour of your choice.
Repairing and renewing for supple, younger looking hands. Indulgently rich moisturising products combine with skin smoothers
and soothers to nurture hard-working hands. The perfect remedy for dry and damaged skin, this conditioning treatment works to
nourish and repair split cuticles and hang nails plus strengthen weak, brittle nails. Includes a delicious hand and arm massage to
leave you feeling ultra-relaxed and pampered. Superbly restorative after nail
extensions.
DECLÉOR SOFT FEET PEDICURE 60 minutes £34.00
75 minutes £42.00 with a Gelish or Shellac colour of your choice.
Transforms dry, cracked skin to velvety smooth. Tired, sore feet are lovingly conditioned and nourished in this
luxuriously comforting treatment. Focused on restoring dry, cracked heels to smooth and silky, purifying and hydrating
ingredients target any rough areas, including callouses. Aching feet and calves are also soothed thanks to a divine leg and foot
massage. Skin is left polished, velvety and beautifully supple making it the ideal pre-holiday or post-party ritual.
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5.

BROWS & HAIR REMOVAL
HD BROWS 40 minutes £28.00
The HD Brow experience features tinting, shaping, waxing, threading, trimming and tailoring to achieve the perfect brow. Even if
you have sparse areas your brow stylist will work with you on a re-growth program to achieve the perfect and the best eyebrows!
All achieved on our new High Definition Brow Bar!!!
LYCON WAXING
Lycon wax offers a complete premium waxing system that is designed to make your waxing treatment virtually pain free. Superb
results guaranteed. Lycon wax truly removes hairs as short as 1mm.
Eyebrow £9.50

Lip £9.50

Full Leg £26.00

Bikini £12.00

THREADING
Eyebrow £9.50

Lip £9.50

TINTING
Eyebrow £10.00

Chin £9.50

01765 688470

Full Leg and Bikini £35.00

Chin £9.50

Eyelash £15.00

Lip and Chin £15.00

Underarm £12.00
Brazilian £23.50

Lip and Chin £15.00

Eyebrow and Eyelash £20.00

info@jenniferholmes.co.uk

Forearm £17.00

Half Leg £ 20.00

Hollywood £32.00

Full Face including Cheeks £25.00
Eyebrow Wax and Tint £18.00
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7.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL
Using the latest technology available, our AW3 All White Laser machine is a clinically proven medical system working with 3
wavelengths. Using laser diode we can guarantee fantastic PAIN FREE results. Some areas and hair types may require IPL
technology, in these cases the sensation may differ.
A full consultation is essential 2 weeks prior to commencing your course of treatment. During this your suitability for the
treatment will be assessed and a FREE patch test will be given. We CAN NOT carry out any treatment without a patch test.
We usually recommend 6 treatments in 4-6 week intervals. Depending on your hair growth, more treatments may be required.
Area

Course of 6

Eyebrows (between), Earlobes or Nose

£139

Lip, Chin, Navel, Nipples, Cheeks, Fingers or Toes

£169

Underarm

£359

Forearm

£499

Full arm

£629

Standard Bikini

£349

Brazilian Bikini

£529

Hollywood Bikini

£599

Half Leg

£599

Full Leg

£899

01765 688470
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8.

Area

Course of 6

Lip & Chin

£289 (saving (£49)

Full Face (inc Eyebrows (between), Lip, Chin & Cheeks)

£479 (saving £167)

Half Leg & Standard bikini

£799 (saving £149)

Half Leg & Brazilian

£929 (saving £199)

Half Leg & Hollywood Bikini

£999 (saving £199)

Full Leg & Standard Bikini

£1,099 (saving £149)

Full Leg & Brazilian Bikini

£1,229 (saving £199)

Full Leg & Hollywood Bikini

£1,299 (saving £199)

Half Leg, Standard Bikini & Underarm

£1,129 (saving £178)

Half Leg, Brazilian Bikini & Underarm

£1,279 (saving £208)

Half Leg, Hollywood Bikini & Underarm

£1,299 (saving £258)

Full Leg, Standard Bikini & Underarm

£1,399 (saving £208)

Full Leg, Brazilian Bikini & Underarm

£1,529 (saving £258)

Full Leg, Hollywood Bikini & Underarm

£ 1,599 (saving £258)

Full Body (inc lip, chin, underarm, Navel, Full Leg, Full Arm &
Hollywood Bikini)

£2,545 (saving £399)
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9.

LASHES!
LVL ENHANCE LASH TREATMENT 60 minutes £50.00
Colour Booster, recommended every 4 weeks £15.00
L=Length V=Volume & L=Lift! This lash treatment is ideal for those seeking a natural look. The treatment takes just 45 minutes
but the effects are instant and last up to 8 weeks. Little maintenance is required once you leave the salon. What's more, by
combining the treatment with regular use of our unique Nouveau Lashes condition serum to nourish your lashes you could be
about to say goodbye to mascara for good!
LASH EXTENSIONS 90 minutes £60.00
Infills recommended every 2 weeks from £27.00
Nouveau lash extensions have been developed to the highest standards, combining softness with durability and strength. They are
beautifully curled and tapered to imitate natural lashes leaving you with a flawless look. Our technicians use our specially
developed, latex free adhesive to give you the best results and most comfortable treatment experience.
Individual lash extensions are applied one at a time on to your own eyelashes by our fully trained technicians without overloading
your natural lashes or causing damage.
RUSSIAN VOLUME LASH EXTENSION 60-90 minutes £70.00
Infills recommended every 3 weeks from £30.00
Love Lash Extensions, but want more? Russian Volume Lashes are the latest revolution in lash extensions. Let your eyes do the
talking. Customise your lashes to express your unique style. Whether you want natural volume or full glamour, now you can have
the powerful eyes you desire with minimum impact on your busy lifestyle.
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10.

SPRAY TANNING
VITA LIBERATA SPRAY TAN 30 minutes £28.00
Odour remove technology for zero smell, moisture locking system for 72 hour hydration, dries in moments, perfect fade and is
certified organic botanicals. This spray tan offers an instant bronzing colour while your tan develops over 4-8 hours. Available in
Hawaii (Light), Ecuador (Medium) and Brazil (Dark).
SKINNY TAN SPRAY TAN 30 minutes £28.00
Skinny Tan is the first self-tanner that combines natural tanning actives with naturally derived skin smoothing actives to tan,
contour and reduce the visible appearance of cellulite! Instantly bronzes and lasts up to 7 days! Smells like a coconut island breeze,
Streak free natural looking tan.
If you’re unsure on which tan you would would like to go for your beauty therapist will be ready to help you at the time of your
appointment!
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11.

LASER TATTOO REMOVAL
We use ND YAG Laser to safely and effectively remove tattoos and permanent make-up.
Results can be seen from the very first treatment and in most cases tattoos can be completely removed. In principle the laser can
remove all kinds of tattoos. Since all tattoos are not the same in terms of colour, depth of ink deposition as well as their
chemical composition some may respond differently.
A full consultation is essential 2 weeks prior to commencing your course of treatment. During this your suitability for the
treatment will be assessed and a FREE patch test will be given. We CAN NOT carry out any treatment without a patch test.
We recommend at least 8 treatments in 6 week intervals. Depending on the ink used and the depth of your tattoo more
treatments may be required.

01765 688470

Size

Course of 8

Very Minor 1cmx3cm

£199

Minor 4cmx8cm

£349

Intermediate 9cmx15cm

£599

Major 16cmx20cm

£899

Additional 20cmx20cm +

£1099
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13.

07780 543 211
www.drawthelinepermanentcosmetics.com
info@drawthelinepermanentcosmetics.com
INITIAL CONSULTATION £35.00 redeemable on treatment
EYEBROW ENHANCEMENTS
Scars in brows £160.00 Part Brow £295.00 Powdered Brow £395.00 3D Hair Stroke Effect Brows £425.00
Full Reconstruction Brows £475.00 High Definition Brows £550.00
EYE ENHANCEMENTS
Subtle Eyelash Enhancement (Lower Eye) £275.00 Subtle Eyelash Enhancement (Upper Eye) £325.00
Subtle Eyelash Enhancement (Upper & Lower) £395.00 Lower Eyeliner £325.00 Upper Eyeliner Fine £375.00
Upper Eyeliner Thick £425.00 Eyeliner Upper & Lower (inc Lash Enhancement) £475.00
LIP ENHANCEMENTS
Lip Contour – Barely There Lip Liner £375.00 Lip Contour – Colour Choice Lip Liner £395.00
Lip Contour with Defined Blend £425.00 Lip Blush – Contour & shading to Lip £475.00
Lip Tint – Contour & Full Shading to Lip £575.00 Beauty Spot – Top Lip or Cheek Area (Single Application Only) £70.00
COLOUR BOOST £9-12 mts £195.00 12-24 mts £225.00
Required to maintain areas due to gradual colour fade, single application only with no alterations.
-with alterations £250.00
CORRECTION and removal per session £250.00
MEDICAL - POA
Specialised medical procedure inc, Reconstruction of nipple/areola, reconstruction of a cleft palate, scar camouflage and re-pigmentation
All prices include one free retouch appointment within three months from the initial procedure unless stated other wise.

14.

. CONSULATIONS Free 15 minutes

ANTI WRINKLE INJECTIONS 30 minutes From £130
Price depends on the areas treated. Consultation required
DERMAL FILLERS 45 minutes From £140 for 1ml
Currently treatments available for Nasolabial folds, Marionette lines and smokers lines
MICRONEEDELING 45 minutes £100 x1, £300 x 4
Microneedling therapy leads the way in skin rejuvenation, being an extremely safe and effective treatment with no
down time for the client. A device is passed over the surface of the skin creating superficial microchannels that
stimulates the healing response leading to production of collagen, an essential protein that provides elasticity to the
skin, helping it look more healthy and youthful. A great treatment to help with pigmentation, scarring, acne,
excessive oil, fine lines and wrinkles. A course of treatments is recommended for best results.
CHEMICAL PEELS 20 minutes £40 x1, 100 x 3, 180 x 6
Chemical skin peels are a fantastic option to freshen the face and promote skin health. Using scientifically developed Epiderma5 products, this glycolic
acid peel is excellent for the management of: Acne and post-inflammatory hyperpigmentation, Pigmentation - sun & age spots, hormonal influencers,
Anti-ageing - reducing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, Regulating oily skin by reducing the amount of sebum secreted, Improving dry skin
through exfoliation, improving skin texture. These peels are safe & effective with no down time and are suitable for all skin types. A course is
recommended for best results.
DELUXE CHEMICAL PEEL 45 minutes £60 x1, £150 x3, £240 x6
This treatment is as the standard chemical peel treatment but also includes a beautiful eye treatment, collagen mask and massage.
MESOTHERAPY 30 minutes £40 x1 £100 x3, £180 x6
Mesotherapy is a minimally invasive procedure in which a cocktail of hyaluronic acid, vitamins, minerals and amino acids are superficially injected into
the mesodermal layer of the skin. This nourishes & rejuvenates the skin while also stimulating collagen & elastin. This treatment works amazingly in
combination with chemical skin peels.
-Chemical peel + Mesotherapy – When mesotherapy is added on to a chemical peel the mesotherapy treatment is half price.

15.

DERMAPLANING & PEEL2GLOW
DERMAPLANING
Dermaplaning is a physical method of exfoliation that removes dead skin cells and vellus hair by gently using a sterile surgical
scalpel. It helps reveal a smoother, brighter complexion. It can also help prime the skin for other treatments such as chemical
peels and increase the absorption of topical products.
PEEL2GLOW
A 2 step process you can use at home too!
Peel2glow is an ideal accompaniment to dermaplaning with a ph of 3.5 and containing glycolic and mandelic acid, it offers gentle
peeling and skin rejuvenation benefits without causing unnecessary trauma or irritation to the skin, which can be vulnerable post
dermaplaning.
A 15 minute consultation is required prior to any Dermaplaning treatment or chemical peel to check skin suitability.

Treatment

Price

Dermaplaning

£50

Peel2Glow

£30

Dermaplaning & Peel2Glow

£70

01765 688470
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16.

MICRODERMABRASION
Crystal Clear Microdermabrasion is our clinically proven and celebrated skin resurfacing treatment that offers flawless results for
problem skin, pigmentation, lines and wrinkles. Treatment includes mini lift mask.
In clinical trials, Crystal Clear Microdermabrasion was conclusively proven to dramatically and visibly improve the texture and
appearance of the skin, reducing and smoothing lines and wrinkles and producing more beautiful rejuvenated skin.
We recommend a course of 10 treatments, 1 per week. However you will see results from a single treatment.

Single Treatment

Course of 10

£50

£425 (saving £75)

01765 688470
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18.

CARBON LASER FACIAL
The AW3 Carbon Laser facial is a non surgical face lift that rejuvenates skin to help diminish the appearance of Pigmentation,
active acne, wrinkles, large pores and signs of aging.
The treatment works by blasting the skin with short sharp burst of laser energy which works by not only penetrating deep into
the skin but also exfoliating by giving maximum short and long term results.
The Carbon Laser facial is perfect in the run up to a special occasion or big event.
We recommend a course of 6 treatments in 4 weeks intervals to gain maximum results, however you will see a difference from
the very first facial.

Single Treatment

Course of 6

£85

£430 (saving £80)

01765 688470
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19.

SKIN REJUVENATION, PIGMENTATION THERAPY & WRINKLE REDUCTION
SKIN REJUVENATION
Skin rejuvenation is the treatment of sun damaged skin. This treatment is used to boost the complexion, even out the skin tone,
tighten pores, smooth out the skin texture and give a collagen boost within the skin. Skin rejuvenation is an excellent treatment
to reverse the signs of aging.
PIGMENTATION THERAPY
Pigmentation Therapy is the treatment of skin that has an uneven skin tone due to age spots, sun spots (inc freckles) and
hyperpigmentation. This treatment fades and removes excess pigmentation resorting the skin to an even clearer tone. This
treatment will also refresh the complexion as well as giving a collagen boost within the skin.
WRINKLE THERAPY
Wrinkle therapy is a treatment of the skin to give the maximum collagen boost to push out even the deepest lying wrinkles.
This treatment uses IPL Laser to get maximum collagen results.
We recommend a course of 6 treatments in 4 week intervals. However you will see results from a single treatment.
A full FREE consultation is required at least 2 week prior to the first treatment in order to determine skin suitability, during this
a patch test will be given. Unfortunately without a patch test we can not carry out any treatments. We can not give an accurate
price for this treatment until a full consultation has been carried out due the size, depth and areas to be treated.

01765 688470
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20.

ACNE
IPL laser treats acne by targeting the bacteria in the skin and by reducing the blood flow to the sebaceous glands and decreases
the over production of oil int the skin.
There are three main types of acne that we can treat…
ACNE VULGARIS - Clogging of the hair follicle
ACNE CONGLOBATE - Covers the back, chest and buttocks leading to extensive scarring.
ACNE ROSACEA - Inflammation on the face, neck and chest.
We recommend a course of 4 treatments in 3 week intervals. Maintenance treatments will be required in the future to maintain
the skin.
A full FREE consultation is required at least 2 week prior to the first treatment in order to determine skin suitability, during this
a patch test will be given. Unfortunately without a patch test we can not carry out any treatments. We can not give an accurate
price for this treatment until a full consultation has been carried out due the size and areas to be treated.
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21.

DECLÉOR FACIALS
Decléor’s wide range of targeted and results-driven treatments for face are renowned worldwide for the simply stunning results
they help achieve. At the heart of every treatment are powerful Essential Oils imparting heavenly scents to relax the skin, body
and mind. Each treatment is tailor-made to help meet your precise needs.
Your therapist will carry out a full consultation prior to your facial to select the correct and most beneficial products for your
skin.

Treatment

Price

25 min

£35

55 min

£60

85 min (inc Back Diagnostic Massage)

£80

01765 688470
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23.

HOLISTIC BODY THERAPIES
BODY MASSAGE
Full Body 60 minutes £45.00 or Back, Neck and Shoulder 30 minutes £30.00
Swedish massage uses long strokes, kneading, friction and stimulating movements with the hands, palms, thumbs and
fingertips. Movements are generally applied in the direction of the heart. The main purpose is to increase the oxygen flow to the
blood and release toxins from the muscles. By increasing blood flow the muscles are warmed and relaxed. Recovery time from
muscular strain is shortened by flushing out lactic acid, uric acid and other metabolic wastes from tissues in the body. It is ideal
after sporting activities or simply as a means of relaxation. Swedish massage is both relaxing and invigorating, effecting the nerves,
muscles, glands and circulation, while promoting health and well being.
INDIAN HEAD MASSGE 45 minutes £45.00
The massage techniques used reduce muscle tension and encourage the removal of toxins, whilst work on pressure points helps to
relieve nervous tension and stress. By helping to rebalance the body, provide effective relaxation and create a feeling of well being.
Indian head massage is seen as a great natural treatment for a variety of emotional and physical ailments. Indian head is an effective
alternative treatment for depression and for emotional healing as it releases endorphins that make you feel more relaxed and
rejuvenated, this can also helps with insomnia and sleep related problems.
HOPI EAR CANDLING 45 minutes £38.00
Hopi ear candling is a natural non invasive process used to cleanse the ears, restore muffled hearing and also relieve ear pressure
and tension. It can relieve excessive wax build up, help hearing problems, clear sinuses, headaches, migraines, tinnitus, swimmers
ear, cold, flu, rhinitis, lymph gland swelling and in flight ear pressure. The process involves the use of a long hollow cone shaped
candle made from unbleached pure cotton, coated in beeswax. As the candle slowly burns down it create a swirling, rising warm
current of air. This draws excess wax from the ear by gentle vacuum and helps clear the lymphatic system by drawing out liquid,
toxins and remnants of past infections.
01765 688470
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24.

HAIR SERVICES
Please request a stylist on booking as our pricing is based on industry experience.
We believe in maintaining the integrity of your hair and by doing so we only offer the best treatments available, therefore Olaplex
is included in all our colour services and has been included in our pricing structure.
Although we will do our very best to give you an accurate price before your hair appointment, please note that until we have
carried out a full consultation prior we can not guarantee this price.
Please ensure you have had a skin test at least 48hr prior to you colouring service, unfortunately without this test we can not
proceed with any colouring service.

GRADUATE STYLIST

01765 688470

Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Blow Dry

£15.00

£20.00

£22.00

Cut & Blow Dry

£28.00

£30.00

£32.00

Restyle

£35.00

£35.00

£35.00
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26.
22.

STYLIST
Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Blow Dry

£18.00

£22.00

£26.00

Cut & Blow Dry

£30.00

£32.00

£35.00

Restyle

£38.00

£38.00

£38.00

SENIOR STYLIST
Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Blow Dry

£21.00

£24.00

£30.00

Cut & Blow Dry

£32.00

£34.00

£38.00

Restyle

£41.00

£41.00

£41.00
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27.

GRADUATE STYLIST
Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Full Head Colour

£30.00

£34.00

£44.00

Root Colour

£27.00

£27.00

£30.00

Full Head Highlights

£44.00

£49.00

£56.00

Full Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£54.00

£59.00

£66.00

Full Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour

£59.00

£64.00

£71.00

Half Head Highlights

£33.00

£38.00

£48.00

Half Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£43.00

£48.00

£55.00

Half Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour

£48.00

£56.00

£63.00

Balayage

£42.00

£47.00

£54.00

Balayage inc Base Colour

£48.00

£53.00

£58.00

Toner

£16.00

£20.00

£24.00

Colour Correction

£40.00 Per Hour

£40.00 Per Hour

£40.00 Per Hour

Creative Colour

POC

POC

POC

01765 688470
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29.

STYLIST
Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Full Head Colour

£34.00

£38.00

£48.00

Root Colour

£31.00

£31.00

£34.00

Full Head Highlights

£48.00

£53.00

£60.00

Full Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£58.00

£63.00

£70.00

Full Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour

£63.00

£68.00

£75.00

Half Head Highlights

£37.00

£42.00

£52.00

Half Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£47.00

£52.00

£59.00

Half Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour £52.00

£60.00

£67.00

Balayage

£46.00

£51.00

£58.00

Balayage inc Base Colour

£52.00

£57.00

£62.00

Toner

£16.00

£20.00

£24.00

Colour Correction

£45 Per Hour

£45 Per Hour

£45.00 Per Hour

Creative Colour

POC

POC

POC

01765 688470
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30.

SENIOR STYLIST
Above Shoulder

Below Shoulder

Extra Long/Thick

Full Head Colour

£38.00

£42.00

£52.00

Root Colour

£35.00

£35.00

£38.00

Full Head Highlights

£52.00

£57.00

£64.00

Full Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£62.00

£67.00

£74.00

Full Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour

£67.00

£72.00

£79.00

Half Head Highlights

£41.00

£47.00

£56.00

Half Head Highlights inc Root Colour

£51.00

£57.00

£63.00

Half Head Highlights inc Full Head Colour

£56.00

£64.00

£71.00

Balayage

£50.00

£55.00

£62.00

Balayage inc Base Colour

£56.00

£61.00

£66.00

Toner

£16.00

£20.00

£24.00

Colour Correction

£50.00 Per Hour

£50.00 Per Hour

£50.00 Per Hour

Creative Colour

POC

POC

POC
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31.

GREAT LENGTHS HAIR EXTENSIONS
Great Lengths have pioneered hair extension application methods and techniques for over 20 years to offer you the most advanced
and trusted options available, and they are proud to confirm that their extensions have been scientifically proven not to cause
damage. Focusing on, all Lengths hair is 100% human and 100% ethical. It is always sourced from temples in India where hair is
voluntarily donated during a religious ritual known as ‘tonsuring’. Choose individual bonds to transform your look for longer –
the perfect way to add thickness, length or colour and naturally enhance your look, blending seamlessly with your own hair.
Express your individuality and redefine your style. Transform thin hair in to enviable volume, cropped hair in to cascading and
vivacious locks and dull hair in to spellbinding colour. Great Lengths blend seamlessly with your natural hair to enhance and
amplify your colour. With over 50 hair shades available, there’s no doubt we have the perfect shade for you – whether blending
with your natural hair or experimenting with balayage or more daring fashion shades, our range covers every colour you could
possibly crave. Add ombré or dip-dyed effects to your look with our Flowstrands.
CONSULTATION 30 minutes £FOC
Consultation appointments must be made prior to any Great Lengths Hair Extension application in order to determine Length,
Colour and the total amounts of bonds required. -A 50% non-refundable deposit will be taken during your consultation to
secure your application appointment.
FULL APPLICATION 3-4 hours £POC
(includes a FREE 2 week maintenance check and blow dry. Plus a FREE a home aftercare pack)
REMOVAL £30.00 per hour
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FINANCE
Book the treatments you have always wanted and manage your finances. Here at Jennifer Holmes Hair & Beauty we want to open
up our treatments and services to all by offering an affordable finance option. Its really quick, simple and safe!
PRETTYFACE FINANCE
Pretty Face Finance can assist you with your non-surgical cosmetic desires by allowing you to affordably spread the cost, over an
achievable timescale convenient to yourself.
To find out more information, view your payment calculator and to check your eligibility visit www.prettyfacefinance.co.uk
Please note:- In most cases 10% interest is added to your finance option.
Finance is only available on courses of treatment. For more information please ask at reception.
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SALON ETIQUETTE
CANCELLATION POLICY
Please provide a minimum of 24hrs notice prior to cancelling or amending any appointment you have scheduled with us. Late
cancellations will result in a 50% cancellation fee. Repeat late cancellations will result in a 50% booking fee for any future
treatments. Charges for late cancellations and booking fees can be taken over the telephone.
CHILDREN
We want our salon to appeal to as many people as possible and we love to meet your little ones, but children can be unpredictable
and out of respect for others in the salon and the health and safety of your child, we ask that children attend the salon for a
maximum of 30 minutes when under the age of 10 years. We ask that during this time they are under strict supervision as hot
implements, sharp scissors and chemicals are continuously in use during our opening hours. Unfortunately we can not allow
children in treatment rooms at any time.
GIFT VOUCHERS
Gift vouchers are available to purchase in salon for any specified treatment, service, course of treatment or money value. All gift
vouchers are strictly valid for six months from the day of purchase. Due to the nature of the salon we must ask you to
specify whether you wish for the voucher to be redeemed against clinic/beauty treatments or a Hairdressing service.
PATCH TESTING, SKIN TESTNG AND STRAND TESTING.
A test is essential 48hrs prior to any hair colouring, tinting and eyelash treatments and 2 week prior to any AW3 Laser treatment.
This is to avoid any adverse reactions, without the required test unfortunately we can not proceed with treatment. We repeat
testing every six months, during and post pregnancy, some treatments may require a test prior to every treatment. A signature is
required following every test carried out.
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